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Summary

The best machines for handling high capacities at small head differences are propeller
pumps. The flow conditions in this pump type are explained in detail, and it is pointed
out why, in particular propeller pumps, they require such exacting quality demands
regarding design and manufacturing.
This article is, above all, addressed to consultants and operators of pumping stations
with propeller pumps and is intended to provide a comprehensible description of
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modern propeller pump technology.
1. Introduction
Consultants and operators specifications of pumping stations to the pump manufacturer
often require that the pump lifts large capacities over low geodetic head differences.
Examples of this kind of application are bucket elevators, stormwater and flood-water
pumping stations, cooling water supply systems, and sewage treatment plants. Suitable
pumps for these requirements are axial-flow pumps.
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The ratio of inlet and outlet radii of the pump impeller is primarily determined by the
total head required: the higher the head, the larger the ratio of radii. Given the low heads
resulting from the applications listed above the ratio of the radii approaches 1; this calls
for an axial design where the head is achieved by reaction only. In principle, this
requirement could also be met by using radial or mixed-flow impellers; however, a good
efficiency and a technically reasonable pump size for high volume capacities and low
heads can only be achieved with axial pumps. One criterion for the design is the specific
speed nq, which is calculated by a geometrically similar conversion of a certain pump
into one with a capacity of 1 m3 s-1 and a head of 1 m. According to experience, pumps
with low specific speeds are equipped with radial impellers, medium specific speeds
require mixed-flow impellers, and high-specific-speeds above nq = 150 are achieved
with axial impellers.

Figure 1. Cordier diagram (numerical values = η in %).
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Cordier (1955) succeeded in providing a similarity-true diagram of the feasible
efficiencies as a function of the speed and a dimensionless diameter coefficient. The
Cordier diagram (Figure 1) assigns different impeller designs to their specific speed and
thus indicates the peak efficiency that can be obtained. This Cordier diagram allows a
comparative study of all turbomachinery from low speed radial impellers via axial
pumps to ship and air propellers.
2. Flows in Axial-flow Pumps
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The impellers and diffuser of axial-flow pumps consist of vanes whose profiles are
derived from airfoils. Thus, it can be ensured that the flow reaction required for
generating the energy conversion is performed with the highest benefit possible. Highspeed propeller pumps with nq > 300 are equipped with just two impeller blades; with
decreasing specific speed nq, the number of blades increases up to approximately eight
at nq = 150.
The cascade flow of propeller vanes shows a number of peculiarities which make the
vanes very sensitive in terms of hydraulics and will therefore be explained in detail. In
order to guarantee a high product quality, in spite of these difficulties, KSB carried out
studies in their in-house research center, which have produced details about the flow in
vane cascades of propeller pumps and thus provide reliable knowledge in this
demanding field.
2.1. Vane Cascade Flow and Characteristic Curve

Figure 2. Cascade flow at design point ( ___ ), under part load (----- ) and overload
conditions ( ).
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In axial propeller pumps the flow approximately moves along a coaxial cylindrical
section. In the impeller the flow is redirected, which results in a pressure increase, since
it acts like a divergent channel with energy supply. The medium handled enters the
impeller in axial direction and leaves it, as illustrated in Figure 2, with an angular
momentum and thus a higher absolute and lower relative velocity. By a second
redirection in axial direction in the diffuser and, consequently, further deceleration, the
diffuser also contributes to the pressure build-up or head generation.
In accordance with the curvature and profile of the impeller and diffuser vanes a lowpressure area develops on their convex side and a high-pressure area on their concave
side. Therefore, a distinction is made between the suction side SS and the pressure side
DS of the vane.
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If the capacity is reduced, i.e. if the duty point is shifted towards part load, the inlet
velocity co decreases, with the peripheral velocity u remaining unchanged, and the flow
approaches the vane at a flatter angle (see Figure 2). On the vane suction side minimum
pressure regions develop in the area which is characterized by low-pressure and may
lead to cavitation problems.
Since the flow has to move from an extremely low pressure area to a high pressure area,
flow separations may occur along the flow path. The outlet angle of the flow remains
more or less the same, even for part-load conditions, but the height of the velocity
triangle (see Figure 2) diminishes. This results in a flatter inlet angle into the diffuser,
which - similar to the impeller - develops minimum pressure regions on its suction side,
resulting in a potential risk of flow separation. Another consequence of the smaller axial
velocity downstream of the impeller is an increase in the peripheral component of the
absolute velocity at the impeller outlet, causing an increase in the head, as shown below.

If the capacity is increased, i.e. when operating in the overload area, the axial inlet
velocity rises, and the impeller is approached at a steeper angle than at design point.
This case is referred to as a suction side impact. Here, the minimum pressure peaks
develop on the pressure side DS, which may also be subject to cavitation, even though
not to the same extent as the suction side with its lower pressures. Due to the axial
velocity increase, the axial velocity at the impeller outlet and the absolute angle
increase. Consequently, the diffuser is also approached with a suction side shock - with
consequences similar to those for the impeller. The peripheral component of the
absolute velocity decreases, and, therefore, the head is reduced.
Since flow rate, beyond the design point, is characterized by increased losses, the
efficiency decreases both at overload and at part-load conditions. In the case of axial
propellers with relatively low heads, these losses have considerable magnitude and, in
contrast to radial pumps, lead to a steeper efficiency curve over the capacity.

The characteristic curves, also called throttling curves, for axial propellers are relatively
steep, which is a result of the flat outlet angles (Stepanoff 1959). Towards part-load, all
characteristic curves H(Q) of Figure 3 show a saddle shape, since, in case of this
capacity, the flow in the flow channels stalls. Even at a slightly higher capacity, the socalled operating limit, the phenomenon of rotating stall occurs: the flow stalls at the
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suction side of one vane and partly blocks the flow channel. Due to this blockage, the
flow is forced into the two adjacent channels, which means that the adjacent channel in
the direction of rotation is approached at a steeper angle, whereas the flow into the
adjacent channel opposite to the direction of circulation is even flatter. Consequently,
the flow in this channel will stall next, which, in turn, makes the channel flow stalled
previously steeper, and thus results in re-establishing contact in this channel. It also
causes a latter inlet flow angle to the next channel opposite to the direction of rotation
followed by a stall. The stall thus moves in the opposite direction to the impeller
rotation and is therefore called rotating stall. Rotating stall is of major concern, since it
may cause undesirable vibrations and, in extreme cases, even a vane failure. This has to
be taken into consideration for stability design of the vane. Rotating stall is also found
in radial pumps, where it is considered to be the cause of unstable characteristic curves.

Figure 3 Selection of a propeller pump nq = 280 for different vane positions α ---.--Operating limit.
When the capacity is further reduced, the characteristic curve passes the said "saddle"
and again rises steeply toward lower flow. This rise results from the appearance of partload and interchange vortices upstream and/or downstream of the diffuser, where the
medium handled leaves the impeller and re-enters it on a different diameter. Thus
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energy is added several times to part of the medium, and the characteristic curve rises in
this area since the repeated supply of energy exceeds the losses caused by poor inlet
triangles as described above. In addition, the flow no longer moves in the axial
direction, but moves from a smaller radius at the inlet to a larger one at the outlet and
thus absorbs more energy. However, this phenomenon goes hand-in-hand with a
considerable increase in power consumption, i.e. the above-mentioned steep efficiency
curve over the capacity according to Figure 3 develops. The energy input P(Q) of the
hydraulics is illustrated in Figure 3 and shows the decline of energy input with
increasing flow, which is well-known for high-specific speed pumps. The large increase
in power consumption at small capacities is a significant phenomena of high specificspeed pumps. This is in contrast to the power input of low specific-speed pumps, where
the power input rises with increasing capacity. The reason for the difference can be
found in the recirculation effects described as they constitute only a fraction of the total
energy conversion in low specific-speed pumps, where the power input rises with
increasing capacity. The reason for the difference can be found in the recirculation
effects described as they constitute only a fraction of the total energy conversion in low
specific-speed pumps. At nq = 100 the power consumption over the capacity is found to
be approximately constant.

The total head is determined from the difference of the total pressures ptot,D and ptot,S at
the discharge and suction side of the pump, divided by the density ρ of the medium
handled and the gravitational constant g:
H=

ptot , D − ptotS
ρ .g

(1)

It results from the energy added in the hydraulic stage, which according to Euler's
turbomachinery equation can be written as theoretic head
H th =

1
( u.c3u − u.c0u )
g

(2)

and has to be reduced by the losses caused by friction, poor inlet flow conditions, and
blockage due to guide vane finite thickness:
H = H th − H v = H th ηi

(3)

It follows from Eeuler's equation that the head is proportional to the peripheral
component of the absolute velocity downstream of the impeller c3u, which rises with
decreasing capacity, as discussed earlier. If necessary, a prerotation at the inlet, c0u,
must be subtracted. Depending on the sign of the pre-rotation component this may
increase or reduce the total head. Capacity control by pre-rotation swirl adjustment of
pumps is based on this effect (see: Section 4.2.5 Inlet Swirl Adjustment), below.
2.2. Sensitivity to Geometric Errors and Losses
As already mentioned, axial propeller pumps in particular are extremely sensitive to
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minor geometric errors or losses. In this section we will show that even minimum
deviations from the specified geometry may shift the duty point considerably and lead
to a marked change in head. Since axial pumps in general produce only low heads, any
further loss will result in undesirable losses of efficiency and head.
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Figure 4 illustrates the effect of a discharge angle reduced by just one degree. For three
different capacity coefficients, ϕ corresponding to a dimensionless capacity the ratio of
the theoretical heads Hth at a wrong discharge angle to those at a correct discharge angle
H*th are plotted.

Figure 4. Sensitivity: change in the head Hth for a discharge angle deviating by one
degree (β3 = β3* - 1°) for different capacity coefficients ϕ or inlet flow angles β0
(β3* = design discharge angle).

In addition, the inlet flow angles β0 pertinent to each capacity coefficient ϕ are
indicated. If the influences of boundary are neglected, the result is (Stepanoff 1959):

H th 1 − ϕ .cot β 3
=
H th∗ 1 − ϕ .cot β3∗

(4)

Figure 4 shows that in case of major deviations, i.e. large β3*, the ratio of the heads
approaches 1, in other words: deviations in the discharge direction hardly affect the
head at all. High-speed axial machines, in contrast, are characterized by slightly curved
vanes with slight deviations, i.e. by small angles β3*. In these areas the curves for the
ratio of the heads are very steep, however, and assume values much smaller than 1. If
we look, for instance, at a vane with the specific speed nq = 310 and a capacity
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coefficient ϕ = 0.3, a discharge angle of 18 degrees is required at its outer diameter in
case of an inlet flow angle of 16.7 degrees. If, due to manufacturing inaccuracies or
other circumstances, a discharge angle of just 17 degrees is achieved, the head decreases
by 37 per cent as compared to the design point. In the center cross section between hub
and casing of the vane the capacity coefficient is ϕ = 0.4, which in the case of an inlet
flow angle of 21.8 degrees requires a discharge angle of 25 degrees. Given an angular
deviation of one degree the head loss as compared with designed value amounts to 28
per cent. If we keep in mind that an angular modification of just one degree already
results in a considerable head loss, the significance of these accuracy requirements
becomes evident.
The sensitivity of the vane to modifications of the inlet flow angle is illustrated in
Figure 5, which shows the loss parabola of a propeller vane. Every flow profile results
in certain profile losses, above all by friction and wrong inlet flow angles. If the inlet
flow has an optimum angle, the loss curve reaches its minimum and the vane its
optimum efficiency (Horlock 1967). However, if the loss parabola shifts, for instance,
because of a slight modification of the vane curvature, an increase of the profile losses
and, in our example, an efficiency loss of 2 per cent is the result for the initially optimal
inlet flow angle. If the flow, in contrast, approaches the vane at the new angle with
lowest loss coefficient, the result is a displacement of the optimum point to a capacity
increased by 6 per cent. For the steep propeller pump characteristic curves (see Figure
3) this causes a considerable shift of the duty point towards a markedly higher specificspeed. In this case, too, the vane would no longer be suitable for the requirements of
application.

Figure 5. Sensitivity of inlet flow. Vane losses ζv of an optimum vane ( ) and a vane
with a curvature deviating by one degree ( ) (Δβ0,Opt = 1°: Δη = -2 %-points or optimum
point at ΔQ = +6%).
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